Assessing a race using the Online Race Guides

The following is a guide to some of the features of the Proform Online Race Guides. This method is useful for assessing
the sprint races (5f – 7f) where recency of form and horse speed are more relevant factors in the outcome of the race.

1. Select an appropriate race

Sprint distance

Plenty of past form

2. Untick non-runners.

3. Go to Pace/Draw and see if it is likely to be truly run. If it is then carry on with this process.

This race is an ideal opportunity. From this information, we can get a good idea of how the race will pan out. This is
only an indicator though, and it is useful to check each pace line you are interested in against each horse’s form, using
the HORSE FORM tab.
Looking at the Pace Style Statistics, this race is likely to be won by a horse racing either in the Lead, or Prominently.
So, this should be the focus of our study.

There is also a noticeably clear bias towards the rail-side stalls, and in the Pace Map above you can see 1-4 have green
PRBs and a strong IV bias.
This first look gives us four horses to focus on initially: True Hero, Antagonise, Royal Brave and Nibras Again. With
particular focus on the two that are better drawn: True Hero and Nibras Again.

a. True Hero is going to want to lead. As you can see below, in the P (Pace) column, there are mostly P’s
(Prominent) and L’s (Led). I wouldn’t be put off by the couple of H’s (Held-up) as these are in higher class races
where it may have been outclassed and found it difficult to get the race position it favours. Its results in these
races are also poor, finishing 6/8 and 6/7.

b. Antagonise will want to be prominent but is drawn away from the rail and will have to spend more energy
than its competitors if it wants to be forward. As you can see below, the only time it was run H (Held up) was
over 2f further and in a higher class. So I would expect this horse to want to be prominent.

c. Royal Brave is less clear. It has been run P (Prominently 2/3 of its last races, but the performances weren’t
great, and it does look to be run H (Held up) more often.

Here we can use the filters to look at only the wins to see if we can see which running style Royal Brave wins from
more often.

As you can see below, its best wins are from a H (Held up) run style, so I’d be less inclined to expect a P (prominent)
run. It is in the stall next to True Hero, who we expect to lead, so it may get dragged along with him, or the jockey may
pull it back into a less forward position. If Royal Brave isn’t in the vanguard, I wouldn’t expect him to win. This gives us
an opportunity for a potential trade. As people who only skim the data and look at pace maps may be expecting a
prominent run from Royal Brave, this will shorten the price as traders look to capitalise on an early price drop in a
front running horse. Whereas it looks like he is better run held up and the jockey may have to pull him at the off to
stop him chasing our suspected leader out of the stalls. This should create an early price rise as the race begins – so a
potential Lay to Back opportunity.

d. Nibras Again will also be looking to be (P) prominent. As you can see below: its two placings were both from
forward runs. Its last two runs, where it traded below evens (1.60 and 1.33) were both P (prominent) runs. Its
poor prominent runs were at Newcastle on the AW track, a course notoriously difficult for prominent runners.
It also has a rail-side draw, so will not need to use more energy than its competitors to get forward.

At this point the analysis has favoured True Hero and Nibras Again, who are both likely to be forward without too
much physical cost thanks to their favoured running style and advantageous draw. Whereas Royal Brave is less likely
to be ran forward and Antagonise has a poor draw.

4. Go to All Form and sort by date newest to oldest - see what those that have run recently have done.
Looking at the DSLR for each horse on the Main Race Guide see what filter you would need to apply to get at least
one run from each horse.

Buniann and East Street Revue both have more than 30 days since the last run, so we can’t use the 30-day filter.
We’ll have to use the next up, which is 90-days.

Here we want to look at our favoured horses from the process above, but we also want to look out for anything that
might indicate a surprise result. So, looking at our favoured horses first you can note the following from the
information below.
Nibras Again had the most recent run, where it placed 2nd. It got very low (1.33) In Running and was only beaten by
0.3l by Bay Watch. It is running off the same mark again today but is carrying 7lbs less. Its two most recent Betfair
Starting Prices are low (3.77 and 3.11) – the Main Race Guide above also shows it as a BF, indicating that it was a
beaten favourite, and its DSLR is only 6 days, indicating that the trainer (and the market) had expected it to win its
race on 18 July and has brought it out again quickly while it is still ‘race-fit’ *this is worth a second look later in the
analysis*.
True Hero’s last two runs have been poor. Racing in the same class it has finished near the back on both occasions and
its In Running odds have been no lower than 9.2. Hovering over the far-right column shows that in those runs it has
weakened in the final furlong both times despite being tried over the shorter distance on the most recent occasion.
On this basis True Hero can be discounted.
Antagonise’s most appealing form lines are the Class 4 run at Newcastle on 6th June. Although this is in a higher class,
it is on the All-Weather surface at Newcastle, which is markedly different to Good-To-Firm ground at Beverley, so can
be dismissed. The next is the run on the 1st July, where it was beaten by Nibras Again who finished 3rd to Antagonise’s
4th. By scrolling to the D (Draw) column, you can see that the two were drawn next to each other in stalls 2 and 3, so
no draw advantage could be expected for either. On this basis, given Nibras Again has run well since and has a better
draw in today’s race Antagonise can be discounted.
Royal Brave is another horse that ran on in the 1st July race at Musselburgh, finishing 5th behind Nibras Again and
Antagonise. It is carrying 4lb more than that today, although is running off a mark 2lbs lower. It ran a consistent followup speed rating of 67 in its next race on 10th July, but didn’t manage to find a place, finishing 4/11 and not trading
below 8 In Running. Due to its performance on the 1st being worse than two other preferred horses, one of which has
a better draw today and a better Last Time Out run, Royal Brave can be discounted.

The only other runs of interest above are the only winning run in the list, from Burtonwood and the two higher class
runs of James Watt.
Although Burtonwood’s winning run was at the same course, it was in a lower class and it still didn’t record a speed
rating that beats our current favoured pick, Nibras Again.
James Watt was well beaten in its two higher class runs and didn’t trade well in either. It will have to carry 12lbs
more than its last run and its favoured running style is not advantageous for today’s race.
We now have our favourite, Nibras Again, and will look for reasons why it couldn’t win today.
5. Filter for today’s race type and going (note that the going can change through the day, so don’t just blindly
hit the ‘like this race’ filter). Also, filter for runs from the last two years to try and get a big enough sample
without considering form that a horse isn’t able to achieve anymore.

Go to Summary and look if any horse has considerably better PRB compared to its benchmark or the other runners.
Look at the fav - is its filtered form better than benchmark.
As you can see below, three horses perform better in these conditions that they do in other conditions, and one of
those horses is our current favoured selection. A look at the market now also shows that Nibras Again is the favourite
and its filtered form is better than its benchmark form, another positive for our choice. Our selection also has the
highest winning and placing strike rate under today’s conditions.

6. Add the ‘Par or better’ horse filter and change the time filter to 1 year.

7. Sort All Form by Speed Rating.
a. Does any horse have a clearly better Speed Rating than the others (is faster) or appear in the list
more often (is more consistent)
b. Look at the AE for the good Speed Ratings, did they come from competitive races or not.

Only our pick and Burtonwood have any runs that meet the criteria. Both Nibras Again’s runs were in a higher-class
race than today, where Burtonwood’s was in a lower-class. The AE indicates that the subsequent performances of
runners from these races were better in our pick’s races too, which suggests that even though Burtonwood placed in
its race the competition wasn’t strong. So, we retain Nibras Again as our pick.

8. Now, switch all the filters off and go to Horse Form to look at the history of our selection’s races.

In the above information there are a few positive indicators for our selection:
a. In the Last Time Out run where the horse was a beaten favourite the price contracted from an
evening price of 5.5 to an SP of 3.5, indicating market support for the horse.
b. The Last Time Out run was also on Firm Going – hovering over the Going also indicated that the
calculated Actual Going was Good-To-Firm, the same as today’s race.
c. The trainer’s 14/28/56 day PRBs for the Last Time Out run were all better than their 5 year average,
showing that the yard is currently (as the LTO was only 6 days ago) performing well.
d. Travelling 246 miles to Bath seems like a long way to go for a Class 5 Handicap but digging a little
deeper shows that one of the horse’s wins for the previous trainer was at Bath. So it could be that
after a 4th and 3rd place the trainer took the horse back to a track he’d previously won at to get the
win. The horse went off favourite but got beaten by 0.3l. So while still race fit and looking to recoup
a missed gamble at Bath, the horse is brought out again 6 days later in a similarly suitable race.

9. Next look at the POS/NEG info for the race. Any big reasons to avoid, like trainers first run after a break has a
poor S/R or whatever.

Nibras Again appears to have the strongest positive stats, where all 3 have green PRB and green 50% SR. Nothing
here to deter us from our selection.

10. Look at trainer/jockey and combined course and combination performance. Any warning bells?

The trainer course stats are the only ones that aren’t a very strong positive, and this is most likely due to a good record
at the course being common knowledge and priced in. The Jockey is the best in the field. The Trainer’s 14-day strike
rate, although over a small sample, is strongest and the Jockey and the Trainer work well together.
In summary, Nibras Again looks to be the best drawn horse with a suitable running style, a trainer in form, a strong
Jockey booking, market support and some positive indicators that a performance is expected and so retains selection.
At a BSP of 2.82 the price isn’t great, but looking at previous wins he traded higher than BSP every time, up to 4.8 the
last time he started as favourite with a BSP of 2.64, so it may be possible to get a better price In Running.

Race Result

